3 YEAR VISION:
A school of excellence for literacy and numeracy for all students.

VALUES:
Respect, Generosity
Fair Go
Doing Your Best

LEARNING BELIEFS
Learning is enhanced when:
• The curriculum is differentiated
• The curriculum is connected to children’s lives - first building a field of understanding
• The curriculum is explicitly taught and carefully sequenced
• Students develop positive relationships with teachers and peers.

PEDAGOGY
Agreed Values And Beliefs About Learning
We will work collaboratively to:
• Implement and document Literacy Block/Learning Cycle Methodology
• Implement and document differentiated tasks
• Moderate pedagogy to ensure consistency of teaching in all classrooms.

AREA OF STUDY
Whole School Approach Sequence of Learning
We will work together to develop a sequence of learning:
• Refine scope and sequence – text type, spelling
• Refine Math scope and sequence – number, measure, geometry,
• Develop clear protocols for programming and planning
• Moderate Student Work - scaffolds

BEHAVIOURS 4 EFFECTIVE LEARNING
Consistent Implementation Of Behaviour Code
We will work together to:
• Implement well being strategies including attendance
• Implement community engagement strategies
• Plan an engaging curriculum

LEADERSHIP TEAM
Principal, Deputy Principal
Coordinators
Maths
Special Education
Literacy 3-7, Early Years
NAP

DATE